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Solo HV
Como Audio’s Solo HV (“Hotel Version”) offers a simple, smart, high-fidelity music system for
the demanding upscale hotel guest expecting superb sound quality with an attractive
presentation. No longer are hotels limited to plastic, inexpensive, outdated-looking, poorsounding clock radios. And Solo HV’s reasonably small footprint (5” H x 9.5” W x 4.7” D) means
it will fit nicely on most hotel room night stands where space is at a premium.
The six Internet radio station presets can be customized by each hotel as desired. Solo HV’s
sources and menus have been streamlined to present the hotel guest with the most important
features quickly, including Bluetooth with aptX audio and NFC (Near Field Communication), a
stereo Auxiliary input, and easier access to the alarm settings and Snooze timer. Hotels will still
have the ability to access all menus using Solo HV’s remote control. The backlight dims
automatically in standby so as not to disturb sleeping guests in a dark room. The Solo HV retains
the output for the optional Ambiente right channel speaker for stereo sound in larger spaces
and suites. The rear stereo headphone output and USB jack for charging smart devices round
out the feature set. A PVC slide-out card beneath each unit provides the user with a basic guide
of the functions.
The Como Control app has been disabled on all Solo HV units to prevent guest from accessing
and controlling units in other rooms.
Like Como Audio’s standard Solo model, software updates can be effected wirelessly via WiFi.
Should a power outage occur, Solo HV will retain alarm settings, preset stations, and
automatically update the time and date once the Wi-Fi network is restored. This eliminates the
need to continually replace back-up batteries. And Solo HV’s universal power supply means it
can be used in hotels anywhere in the word without a bulky external adapter.
The Solo HV for the Hotel market comes in two real wood veneers of Walnut and Hickory and
two piano high gloss versions of White and Black.
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